
Exercise Points Max

1 3

3 16

4 4

5 5

Total 28

Authorized documents:
All your personal notes about this lecture and associated exercises.
Also, all documents posted on the website of the lecture.
No books nor printed lecture notes however.

Exercises are independent, and may be solved in the order you prefer.



Name: 1

Restricted compositions

Exercise 1

Find the ordinary generating function of the number of compositions that have an odd number of
parts, all of which are divisible by 5 except at most one. (3 points)



Name: 2

Bicolored Motzkin paths

Exercise 2

A bicolored Motzkin path of size n is a path from (0, 0) to (n, 0) which stays weakly above the x-axis,
and uses four types of steps: the up steps (1, 1), the down steps (1,−1) and the red flat steps (1, 0)
and the blue flat steps (1, 0).

The figure below shows an example of bicolored Motzkin path of size n = 12.

.

Let B be the combinatorial class of bicolored Motzkin paths, and B(z) =
∑

n≥0 bnz
n be its ordinary

generating function.

(a) (1 point) Draw the bicolored Motzkin paths of size up to 2. What are the values of the coefficients
b0, b1 and b2?

(b) (2 points) By considering the first return (i.e. the smallest number j > 0 such that (j, 0) is on
the path), show that :

B = E + Z × B + Z × B + Z × B × Z × B, (♥)

where E is the class with one element of size 0 and Z the class with one element of size 1.

(If you cannot prove (♥), you may admit it and continue the exercise.)

(c) (1 point) Translate (♥) into an equation on B(z).

(d) (1 point) Solve it to obtain B(z) = 1−2z−
√
1−4z

2z2
.

(e) (1 point) From the above closed formula for B(z), justify that B(z) = 1 + 2z +O(z2).

(f) (1 point) Explain why B(z) has a unique dominant singularity. What is it?

(g) (1 point) What information does it imply on the asymptotic behavior of bn?

(h) (1 point) Defining Y (z) := zB(z), deduce from question (c) that Y (z) satisfies the functional
equation

Y (z) = zϕ(Y (z)) where ϕ(u) = u2 + 2u+ 1 = (u+ 1)2.

(i) (2 points) Apply the Lagrange inversion formula to determine the number bn of bicolored Motzkin
paths of size n.

(j) (1 point) From the answer to the above question, complete the following sentence:
For all n ≥ , the number of bicolored Motzkin paths of size is equal to the
number of Dyck paths of semi-length .
(The second and third places to fill are expected to be dependent on n.)

(k) (2 points) To explain this enumerative coincidence, describe (without proof) a bijection between
bicolored Motzkin paths and Dyck paths.
(Hint: each step of a bicolored Motzkin will correspond to two consecutive steps of the corre-
sponding Dyck path; use the colored flat steps to create peaks and valleys.)



Name: 3

(l) (1 point) We now consider the parameter χ on bicolored Motzkin paths which counts the number
red flat steps. Modify the combinatorial equation for B into an equation for the marked version
of B for this parameter χ.

(m) (1 point) Translate this combinatorial equation into an equation for the bivariate generating
function B(z, u). Solve it to obtain an explicit expression for B(z, u).



Name: 4

Decreasing binary plane trees

Exercise 3

A decreasing binary plane tree of size n is a labeled tree, with n vertices labeled from 1 to n, where,
for each vertex v, exactly one of the following possibilities holds:

• v has no children;

• v has exactly one child, which is a right child;

• v has exactly one child, which is a left child;

• v has exactly two children: a left child and a right child.

Moreover, for every vertex v, the label of v is larger than the label of its children (if any).

(a) (1 point) Let T be a decreasing binary plane tree of size n. What is the label of the root of T?

(b) (1 point) Let T be the class of decreasing binary plane trees. Find a (recursive) equation
describing T using the box product.

(c) (1 point) Translate this equation on exponential generating functions, and show that T (z) (the
exponential generating function of T ) is T (z) = 1

1−z .
(Hint: you can check that the given solution satisfies the equation, and argue that this equation
has only one formal power series solution.)

(d) (1 point) Notice that 1
1−z is the exponential generating function of the class of permutations.

Can you describe (without proof) a bijection which explains this enumerative coincidence?
(Hint: from a permutation σ seen as a word, build the tree associated to it by placing the only
possible element on the root, and using this splitting of σ to build the left and right subtrees
iteratively.)



Name: 5

Inclusion-exclusion

Exercise 4
Given two permutations σ and π of the same size, n, we say that the pair of permutations (σ, π) is a
good pair of size n if, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, at least one of σ(i) and π(i) is different from i.

(a) (3 points) Using the inclusion-exclusion principle, prove that the number of good pairs of size n
is

G(n) =

n∑
i=0

(
n

i

)
(−1)i((n− i)!)2.

(b) (2 points) Let D(n) =
∑n

i=0

(
n
i

)
(−1)i(n − i)!. Can you say whether G(n) is smaller or larger

than D(n)2? Why?
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